QS5
5-DAY QUICK SHIP

Q
Why wait for what you
could have now?

INVISA EDGE

INVISA offers a clean edge finish with
high performance characteristics such
as superior durability, enhanced water
resistance, and a higher resistance to
temperature fluctuations.

REFORCE

A variety of solutions.
No up-charge.

Fast delivery times.

REFORCE is a premium construction
method that is engineered to create a
tough, durable case unit. A dado joint
provides enhanced reinforcement,
resulting in a higher force resilience.

SUSTAINABILITY

QS5 products consist of low VOC
furniture that meet and exceed strict
indoor air quality emission standards
for interior spaces.

With a five business day lead time, the QS5 program
offers a short turnaround time on various workplace
offerings. Need to meet a fast deadline? Gain access to
desking, seating, tables, storage, and productivity solutions
through our easy-order online portal.

LIFETIME WARRANTY

QS5 products are backed by a limited
lifetime commercial warranty that
ensure quality and reliability. Visit us
online at www.ofgo.com/warranty to
learn more.

WORKSTATIONS

Achieve aesthetic
harmony across
an entire office
environment.

The QS5 collection focuses on creating functional workplaces that achieve aesthetic harmony across an entire office environment.
This is accomplished by offering configurations that support a variety of work styles, space division, and storage needs. In addition,
modular components allow users to reconfigure workstations to embrace the frequent changes faced by growing organizations.

PRIVATE OFFICE

Create a space for the focused manager. A rich palette of laminate and steel creates a balanced and sophisticated look.
Powder coated steel legs form a rectangular geometric base that offers a distinctive and airy style. Height adjustable tables
address the need to move and allow users to change position frequently throughout the day with ease.

An agile space for
concentrated work
and management
tasks.

MEETING / TRAINING

Adapt, interact,
and join together
to share ideas
and collaborate.

In the heart of every working environment is a place to gather, share ideas, and collaborate. From conference to classrooms,
the QS5 mobile flip table is flexible and reconfigurable with the push of a paddle. The freedom to reconfigure as needs and
preferences change creates a dynamic and fresh space.

GET INSPIRED

QS5 PROGRAM

LAMINATE

METAL

Linea Espresso (LE)

Silver

Embossed Finish

Powdercoat Finish

ACRYLIC

Black

Powdercoat Finish

(not available on height adjustable
or flip table bases)

Frosted Acrylic
Privacy Divider

SURFACE SIZES

42”W x 24”D

60”W x 24”D

72”W x 24”D

60”W x 30”D

72”W x 30”D

51”D - End Support

42”D - Middle Support

Height Adjustable Base

4 PACK STATIONS
BACK-TO-BACK

4 PACK STATIONS
L-CONFIGURATION

L-SHAPE STATION
SINGLE SIDED

4 PACK STATIONS
BACK-TO-BACK

4 PACK STATIONS
L-CONFIGURATION

L-SHAPE STATION
BACK-TO-BACK

4 PACK STATIONS
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

6 PACK FLIP & NEST
MEETING TABLES

4 PACK FLIP & NEST
MEETING TABLES

BASE STYLES & SURFACE STIFFENERS

24”D - End Support

60”W - Flip Base

30”D - End Support

72”W - Flip Base

MODESTY PANELS

54”W - Surface Stiffener

66”W - Surface Stiffener

Desk to Return Brackets

DIVIDERS
* Dividers are also available as
* front or top mount.
* Dividers are available with
* 16”or 24” acrylic inserts.

57”W x 18”H - Modesty

69”W x 18”H - Modesty

STORAGE

B/B/F Storage Pedestal

60”W Back to Back Divider*

72”W Back to Back Divider*

SEATING

B/F Storage Pedestal

Impact - Task Chair

Stax - Stacking Chair

Stax - Barstool

All desking products represented within this brochure are manufactured by
DSI Industries Inc., which is an independent member of the OFGO group
of companies.

OFGO.COM

All seating products represented within this brochure are manufactured by
Design Source International Inc., which is an independent member of the
OFGO group of companies.
Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. Use actual
laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference.
This brochure is printed on FSC® certified paper and contains a minimum
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global benchmark for
responsible forest management.
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